Ribozymes are thought to have played a pivotal role in the early evolution of life, but relatively few have been identified in modern organisms. We performed an in vitro selection aimed at isolating self-cleaving RNAs from the human genome. The selection yielded several ribozymes, one of which is a conserved mammalian sequence that resides in an intron of the CPEB3 gene, which belongs to a family of genes regulating messenger RNA polyadenylation. The CPEB3 ribozyme is structurally and biochemically related to the human hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozymes. The occurrence of this ribozyme exclusively in mammals suggests that it may have evolved as recently as 200 million years ago. We postulate that HDV arose from the human transcriptome.
ribozyme GIR 1 (10). Only two of these are associated with mammals: the CoTC motif, the only known self-cleaving human ribozyme, with orthologs in other primates (5) , and the HDV ribozyme, the only known self-cleaving ribozyme encoded by a human pathogen, with no known evolutionary orthologs. The sparse occurrence of self-cleaving motifs in humans, and mammals in general, could indicate that this class of catalytic RNA has been lost over the course of evolution or, alternatively, that these RNAs have escaped detection. All self-cleaving ribozymes found to date were discovered by careful analysis of transcripts of single genes or RNA genomes of pathogens. Notably, GlmS was first identified as a riboswitch through computational analysis of conserved bacterial RNA structures and was later observed to self-cleave in the presence of a cofactor (4). CoTC was identified through detailed studies of cotranscriptional termination of ß-globin mRNA synthesis (5) .
To identify ribozymes encoded in the human genome, we devised an in vitro selection scheme for the isolation of self-cleaving sequences without imposing fixed cleavage target sites. In this scheme, a genomic library is constructed in which library elements are uniform in size [ 150 nucleotides (nt)] and are flanked by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primer sequences [fig. S1 (11)]. The library was converted into a single-stranded form, circularized by splintligation, and converted back to double-stranded DNA to form a "relaxed" double-stranded circle that can be in vitro transcribed (11). Rolling-circle transcription produced tandemly repeated RNAs that preserved the covalent linkage of the entire transcribed sequence, even after self-cleavage (12). If a sequence encoded a self-cleaving motif, it could self-cleave under appropriate conditions to produce unit-length copies, as well as kinetically trapped misfolded intermediates such as dimers, trimers, and so on. The size difference between the cleaved multimers and uncleaved sequences provided a positive selection criterion for the enrichment of active molecules. Dimers, which contain one intact copy of the sequence, were isolated by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) purification, reverse-transcribed, and amplified to reinitiate the cycle.
We started the selection with about 580 ng of RNA (or 10 15 nucleotides) in concatemeric form. We allowed the RNA to self-cleave for 1 hour in the presence of 5 mM MgCl 2 at near-physiological monovalent salt concentration, pH, and temperature (140 mM KCl, 10 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 37°C). After separation by denaturing PAGE, RNA fragments corresponding to dimers ( 400 nt) were isolated, reverse-transcribed, and amplified to reinitiate the cycle as outlined above. After six rounds of selection, selfcleavage could be detected in the library. Activity increased up to round 12, when the library became dominated by a small number of active sequences that exhibited robust self-cleavage in the presence of physiological concentrations of Mg 2+ (0.5 to 1 mM MgCl 2 ). The concatemeric RNA of this and preceding active rounds cleaved to form fragments that differed in length by about 200 nt, the unit size of the library. When the kinetically trapped trimers and dimers were isolated and renatured, they self-cleaved to yield smaller products ( fig. S1 ). Thus, the selected library displayed properties in accordance with the experimental design and consistent with the presence of a single cleavage site per monomeric unit.
Cloning and sequencing of the round 12 library ( fig. S2 ) revealed four selfcleaving ribozymes associated with the following human genes: olfactory receptor OR4K15, insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor (IGF1R), a LINE 1 retroposon, and the cytoplasmic polyadenylation element-binding protein 3 (CPEB3) (Fig. 1A and fig. S3 ). We studied the CPEB3 ribozyme because it occurs within the transcript of a single-copy gene and because it is highly conserved (Fig. 1, B and C) . The isolated CPEB3 clones (including clones from round 10 and 11) originated from 12 independent progenitor sequences (i.e., independent DNase I fragments) of the library ( fig. S4 ). The region of sequence overlap contains the minimal sequence necessary for self-cleavage activity and also delineates the local conservation boundaries among different species in this region of the intron (Fig. 1, C and E) . The sequence alignment also revealed several mutations that are not present in the genome. Rather than having randomly accumulated during the repeated PCR amplification cycles, some of these mutations appear to have been highly selected ( Fig. 1E and fig. S5 ). To rule out the possibility that the cleavage activity depends on the mutations that had been accumulated in the course of the selection, we tested the activity of RNA transcribed from a genomic DNA segment amplified directly from human genomic DNA. We tested the putative ribozyme sequence for self-cleavage in the absence of the selection PCR primer sequences and demonstrated that the 209-nt genomic sequence alone was sufficient to carry out self-cleavage (Fig. 1G ). Additional 5' and 3' flanking sequences do not interfere with the activity of the ribozyme, measured as a first-order rate constant (k obs ) of the RNA self-cleavage reaction (k obs = 0.69 ± 0.03 hour -1 , t 1/2 = 1.00 ± 0.04 hours). Furthermore, we designed a set of primers to amplify a 587-base pair (bp) region that included the CPEB3 ribozyme and 250 bp of flanking sequences on each side. Transcripts made from this genomic segment showed self-cleavage (Fig. 1H) . Conversely, shortening the ribozyme to the region of highest conservation allowed us to narrow the sequence to 81 nt, to map precisely the site of cleavage, and to analyze the products of selfcleavage. The 81-nt construct cleaved to yield fragments of 9 nt upstream and 72 nt downstream of the cleavage site. Incubation of the products of the transesterification reaction with polynucleotide kinase (PNK), in the absence of adenosine triphosphate, shifted the mobility of the upstream 9-nt fragment; this change suggested that the upstream fragment contains a 2'-3' cyclic phosphate and that the downstream 72-nt fragment has a 5' terminal hydroxyl (Fig. 1I) . We confirmed the identity of the products of self-cleavage by noting that the downstream sequence could be phosphorylated at its 5' end with PNK and that the upstream sequence was not a substrate for T4 RNA ligase. Altogether these experiments demonstrate that the 72-nt core of the sequence is sufficient to carry out self-cleavage, that the ribozyme can function in the presence of its native flanking sequences, and that the chemistry of selfcleavage most likely proceeds via a nucleophilic attack of a 2' hydroxyl on the adjacent phosphate, which yields a 2'-3' cyclic phosphate and a 5' terminal hydroxyl.
BLAST and BLAT analyses (13, 14) demonstrate that the CPEB3 ribozyme sequence, like the CPEB3 gene itself, is found as a single copy in the genome and is highly conserved in all mammalian species examined, including opossum (a marsupial) (Fig. 1F) . The ribozyme resides in a large intron ( 46 kbp in human, 37 kbp in rat, and 35 kbp in mouse) about 10 to 14 kbp upstream of the second coding exon in all mammals except opossum, where the distance to the exon is about 25 kbp. Because the CPEB3 ribozyme is present in eutheria (placental mammals) and metatheria (marsupials), it is likely to have appeared at least 130 million years ago, before the two groups diverged. We found no ortholog of the ribozyme in orthologs of the CPEB3 gene in nonmammalian vertebrates, which suggests a mammalian origin for this sequence and indicates that it is likely to have appeared less than 200 million years ago. The high conservation of the ribozyme sequence among mammals suggests that the sequence is functionally important.
The CPEB3 ribozyme requires divalent metal ions for its cleavagetransesterification. The ribozyme has a relatively low magnesium requirement, half-saturating at 7.8 mM with a Hill coefficient of 1.4, which suggests that some degree of cooperativity is involved in the metal-dependent catalysis ( Fig. 2A) ; and no products are detectable in cobalt (III) hexammine, an exchange-inert structural analog of magnesium (II) hexahydrate (Fig. 2B) . When subjected to highresolution PAGE, the products of the reaction comigrate, which suggests a common function for the divalent metal ions in catalysis. Given our data, the simplest model for the metal ion requirement in CPEB3 self-cleavage is that a hydrated divalent metal ion is required to accelerate the transesterification reaction. In some self-cleaving RNAs, such as the hammerhead, hairpin, and VS ribozymes, but not HDV, high concentrations of monovalent metal ions can promote catalysis at rates similar to magnesium-promoted scission (15). When we tested the CPEB3 ribozyme in the presence of 3 M Li + , we did not detect self-cleavage (Fig. 2B) , which suggests that CPEB3 ribozyme uses a different catalytic mechanism. A pH-rate profile of the CPEB3 ribozyme indicates that in 5 mM MgCl 2 the activity of the ribozyme is almost constant between pH 5.5 and 8.5, dropping only at higher or lower pHs (Fig. 2C) . This profile is consistent with the presence of two functional groups with distinct pK a values (where K a is the acid dissociation constant) involved in rate-limiting proton transfers. For comparison, we examined the pH profile of a pool of in vitro selected selfcleaving ribozymes that we had previously isolated from random sequences (16) . About 83% of this pool consists of new ribozymes, and 17% are diverse hammerhead-like sequences. In contrast to the CPEB3 ribozyme, the activity of this pool increased monotonically with pH, which suggests that acidic apparent pK a values are not commonly found among self-cleaving ribozymes. Furthermore, when we carried out a cleavage reaction in 80% D 2 O, the cleavage rate was less than that in 100% H 2 Obya factor of 1.7. The relatively flat kinetic pH profile and a solvent kinetic isotope effect support a catalytic model in which the rate-limiting step involves at least one proton transfer.
Because the biochemical properties of the CPEB3 ribozyme resemble those of the HDV ribozymes, we next investigated whether these ribozymes have structural similarities. The HDV RNA genome encodes two self-cleaving motifs, which reside in different locations and on opposite strands of the HDV RNA genome and are used to cut nascent rolling-circle replicated RNAs into genome-size copies (8, 17) . The ribozymes fold into similar secondary structures characterized by a nested double pseudoknot (18, 19), but, with the exception of several conserved nucleotides, they diverge in primary sequence. The sequence of the CPEB3 ribozyme is not similar to either of the HDV ribozymes; however, the CPEB3 sequence can be folded into an HDVlike secondary structure without violating known HDV structural parameters (Fig. 3) . Indeed, the experimentally determined cleavage site of the CPEB3 ribozyme (Fig. 1F) coincides precisely with the cleavage site predicted by this model. Like the HDV ribozyme, the CPEB3 ribozyme can tolerate nucleotide changes immediately upstream of its cleavage site. The homologous sequences in other mammals are all consistent with the HDV-like secondary structure (Fig. 3B) . The mutations that appear to have been selectively accumulated during the course of the selection [from 41 sequenced CPEB3 clones ( fig. S5 )] would result in either conservative changes such as WatsonCrick base pairs to wobble pairs, or changes in a distal loop (Fig. 3B) . Rn, rat; Oc, rabbit; Cf, dog; La, elephant; Bt, cow; and Md, opossum) and among 41 sequenced clones from the human genomic selection described in the text (Sel). In vitro self-cleavage rates of U38A and C57 mutants are shown relative to wild-type ribozyme.
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To test whether the secondary structure of the CPEB3 ribozyme is HDV-like, we carried out covariation and mutational analyses at CPEB3 positions that are critical for activity in HDV (fig. S7) . Disruption of the last base pair of the P3 helix, G19-C27, dramatically lowered the cleavage rate, whereas ribozymes in which the base pair was reversed to C19-G27 retained the wildtype rate. Similarly, in the P1 region, disruption of the third base-pair (G3-C34) to form a C3-C34 mispair lowered the observed cleavage rate by a factor of 200, whereas a G3-G34 pair reduced it by a factor of 4. Reversing the base pair to C3-G34 increased the cleavage rate of the ribozyme by a factor of 2.7 ( fig. S7) . The 3' end of the P1 helix forms a wobble pair in the human sequence (C7-A30) and a Watson-Crick pair (C7-G30) in all other mammals (Fig. 3B) . Sequences that differ from the human sequence only at this position (e.g., rabbit and elephant, Fig. 1F ) appear to self-cleave several times faster, which supports a structural role of the P1 helix.
The 5' end of the P1 helix is anchored in the ribozyme active site, which retains the 3' product of the cleavage reaction (18). In the CPEB3 ribozyme, the first nucleotide downstream of the cleavage site forms a wobble pair (G1-U36), as do the corresponding bases in HDV ribozymes. However, the human CPEB3 ribozyme has a single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) (U36C), and there are several mammalian orthologs that also form a Watson-Crick base pair at this position and retain cleavage activity (Figs. 1F and 3B and fig. S7 ).
The secondary structure proposed for CPEB3 ribozyme defines nonhelical elements predicted to be important for RNA self-cleavage. In HDV, a nucleobase, C75 in the genomic and C76 in the antigenomic ribozyme, forms part of the active site and has been proposed to be directly involved in proton shuttling during transesterification (18, (20) (21) (22) (23) . The CPEB3 ribozyme has a nucleobase C57 at the corresponding position. As in the HDV ribozymes, mutation of this residue to uridine or guanosine decreases the cleavage rate by at least a factor of 200 (Fig. 3B) .
To define the critical regions of the CPEB3 ribozyme, we performed phosphorothioate interference mapping, in which sulfur substitution for nonbridging oxygens in the RNA backbone can disrupt key interactions within the ribozyme (24). The interference mapping of the CPEB3 ribozyme revealed two regions (nucleotides 20 to 23 and 58 to 61 downstream of the cleavage site) where such sulfur substitutions inactivated the ribozyme. Mapping of these positions onto the proposed HDV-like model ( fig. S7 ) placed the phosphorothioate interference sites at positions corresponding to those previously mapped in the genomic HDV ribozyme (25) and to solventinaccessible backbone positions of the ribozyme core (26).
The HDV ribozyme folds into an intricate secondary structure that allows two stacked helical structures, P1-P1.1-P4 and P2-P3, respectively, to pack next to each other (18, 22) . The stacked helices are held together on one end by the cross-over strands J1/2 and J3/1. The other end of the P2-P3 helical structure is held in place through the 2 bp of the P1.1 stem, which defines the second nested pseudoknot. The P1.1 minihelix forms one side of the active site of the ribozyme; hence, disruption of this interaction decreases the cleavage rate in both genomic and antigenomic HDV ribozymes (19). It is surprising that the CPEB3 ribozyme only forms 1 bp of the P1.1 interaction (C22-G37). The second pair forms a weak U21-U38 interaction that can be strengthened with a U38A mutation, thus forming a 2-bp P1.1 and increasing the cleavage rate by almost 10-fold (Fig. 3B ).
There are five expressed sequence tags (ESTs) (one from human liver and four from three different murine tissues) in public databases that overlap with the conserved region of the self-cleaving sequence, all of which share the same 5' terminal sequence that maps to the CPEB3 ribozyme cleavage site (Fig. 1D) . The existence of these ESTs suggests that the CPEB3 ribozyme is active in vivo and that the downstream product of self-cleavage is sufficiently stable that it can be subsequently detected by EST mapping. To investigate in vivo expression and self-cleavage of the ribozyme, we used reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR to analyze human and murine total RNA extracts prepared in the absence of divalent metal ions from several tissues ( fig. S9 ) (11). Mapping by rapid amplification of 5' cDNA ends (5' RACE) of those extracts revealed that the site of self-cleavage is the same as in the ESTs and at the position mapped in vitro, which together indicate that the ribozyme is expressed and self-cleaves in vivo ( fig. S8 ).
The CPEB3 ribozyme is an example of a class of self-cleaving ribozyme previously seen only in the HDV. The HDV ribozymes are structurally (18, 22) and informationally (27, 28) complex. Thus, in contrast to the hammerhead fold (16) , the HDV fold is unlikely to have arisen independently multiple times. In further support of this suggestion, we found no sequences that could fold into an HDV-like secondary structure among the self-cleaving sequences isolated from a random pool (16) or among conserved mammalian sequences. On the basis of these observations, we hypothesize that HDV ribozymes and the CPEB3 ribozyme are evolutionarily related and that HDV, a single-stranded RNA satellite virus for hepatitis B (HBV) infection, arose from the human transcriptome. The reverse scenario-i.e., that the CPEB3 ribozyme came from HDV-is less likely. In order for HDV to transfer the ribozyme to mammals, the transfer would have to have occurred early in mammalian evolution ( 200 million years ago), and ancestral versions of HDV and HBV would have to have existed as well. However, although HBV has been isolated from other animals, even nonmammals, and may have ancient origins, HDV has been isolated only from human tissues. The absence of HDV isolates from other animals suggests that HDV is of recent origin and that it arose from the human transcriptome, acquiring both the delta antigen protein (29) and the self-cleaving ribozyme from its host. Furthermore, if the HDV fold is exclusive to mammalian genomes and pathogens, then it is unlikely to be a descendant of the RNA world, which implies that structurally complex ribozymes have evolved in modern protein-dominated organisms. The rapidly evolving intron sequences may have been a fertile ground for the emergence of novel regulatory RNAs.
The CPEB3 ribozyme seems to be optimized to cleave more slowly than the HDV ribozymes; this inference is based on the conservation of a weak P1.1 stem among all mammalian sequences. We speculate that this slow cleavage activity allows normal splicing of the CPEB3 pre-mRNA to occur under basal conditions. The ribozyme is located about 11.5 kbp upstream of the third CPEB3 exon, so that a transcribing RNA polymerase will take about 10 min to reach the next intron-exon junction after synthesizing the CPEB3 ribozyme (30). Thus, most of the time, the spliceosome will join the exons before intron cleavage. If, however, the rate of ribozyme self-cleavage is up-regulated, the number of truncated CPEB3 pre-mRNAs could increase significantly. The CPEB3 ribozyme sequences in all species examined retain the weak P1.1 interaction, which suggests that slow cleavage is a positively selected feature of this ribozyme. Because there are many possible ways to decrease the cleavage rate, conserving this specific way of lowering the rate suggests that a trans-acting factor interacting at or near this site could readily stimulate the activity of the ribozyme. Rapid degradation of the cleaved RNA fragments could switch off the expression of the CPEB3 protein. Alternatively, cleavage of the CPEB3 pre-mRNA, perhaps followed by subsequent processing events, might produce smaller mRNAs that could be translated into truncated versions of the protein.
CPEB3 is a member of a protein family that regulates local polyadenylation of mRNAs in the cytoplasm of, among other tissues, neurons and oocytes (31). The CPEB3 full mRNA has been detected in human brain, skeletal muscle, and heart and to a lesser degree in liver, kidney, testis, and ovary tissues (32, 33) . In mouse hippocampus, the gene is up-regulated transiently after induction of seizure, and it has been implicated in long-term potentiation (33) . CPEB3 differs from other members of the CPEB family by its glutamine-rich N-terminal domain, which is encoded upstream of the CPEB3 ribozyme (Fig.  1, A and B) . The function of this domain is unknown, but the glutamine-rich Nterminal domain of the Aplysia CPEB protein has been shown to aggregate into a prionlike structure that in turn makes the protein more active in promoting polyadenylation and that may play a role in the molecular basis for long-term facilitation (34, 35) .
The four ribozymes isolated from our selection most likely represent only a small fraction of all cellular ribozymes. Our selection operated under a number of constraints including defined limits for size, cleavage rate, and selectable biochemical properties. For instance, ribozymes larger than 150 nt could not have been isolated from our library. By changing these parameters and by including cellular factors such as small molecules, it may be possible to isolate additional genomic ribozymes, some of which may be modulated by cofactors, as is the case with the recently discovered bacterial cofactor-dependent ribozyme and the eukaryotic CoTC ribozyme (4, 5).
